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Executive Summary

This deliverable is aimed at describing the current prototypes for the tools developed
in WP2. These include the DCEx programming model and its integration with
GRPPI.

We describe the Application deployment Software as well as a tool developed for the
induction of events and anomalies in the case of Exascale application deployments
including examples on various testbeds. Furthermore we show how this induction
can be utilized to validate both Exascale applications and the tools developed in
WP3, both monitoring and analysis tools.

The deliverable is organized as follows. After the Introduction, Chapter 2 presents
the status of the prototype and some programming examples developed with the
DCEx model. Chapter 3 describes the Application deplyment software also dis-
cussing gateway details and topology definition. Chapter 4 presents the Monitoring
and Testing prototype, including the event and anomaly induction tools and the
deployment of ASPIDE monitoring infrastructure at PSNC testbed. Chapter 5
concludes the report.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, data intensive scientific computing systems have become the norm.
The ever more complex nature of the underlying infrastructure necessary for large
scale use-cases, it is necessity to employ solutions that simplify the development,
deployment, and execution of these complex computational tasks. The scientific
workflow model is the leading approach for designing and executing data-intensive
applications in high-performance computing infrastructures.

In this deliverable we focus on the work done during T2.1-T2.3. In particular to
software prototypes that are a direct result of the aforementioned tasks and the
preliminary work presented in deliverables D2.1-D2.4.

Figure 1.1 shows the DCEx programming framework and its components. In
particular, the execution flow of a DCEx application, as implemented in the system
prototype, is composed by the following steps:

1. The application is defined by the programmer by using a high level language
(for example GrPPI) extended with the defined DCEx abstractions.

2. Internal representations of the application, tasks, and tasks graph are created
by exploiting DCEx abstractions.

3. Tasks are sent to the Runtime for their execution.

4. The Runtime asks the Intelligent Data Manager (IDM) where is the data.

5. The Runtime asks the Scheduler to execute the tasks.

6. The IDM informs both the Scheduler and the Runtime where is the data.

7. The Monitor provides analysis to the Scheduler, so that intelligent decision
can be done where to execute the task.

8. If this is not first task/application, information from the previous runs is used
by the Auto-tuner to provide input parameters for the execution of future
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applications, i.e., improving the application performance.
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Figure 1.1: DCEx programming framework and its components.

This deliverable is organized in 5 chapters. Chapter 2 presents the DCEx execution
model and it’s associated prototype implementation. It presents an example DCEx
based example of the Urban Computing use-case. Chapter 3 describes application
deployment via the ASPIDE Gateway prototype. This tool is used to describe
an Exascale applications software stack, its components and their dependencies.
Furthermore, it also contains a detailed user guide and deployment examples.

Chapter 4 presents the link between the work done in WP2 and WP3. Specifically,
the ASPIDE monitoring platform capabilities and configuration as well as, how the
monitoring solution relates to the DCEx model and ASPIDE Gateway. Furthermore,
we introduce a event/anomaly detection tool which was developed as a direct result
of the work and requirements identified in Deliverables D2.3 as well as D3.2 and
D3.3. Lastly, in this chapter we present one of the ASPIDE testbeds and the
ASPIDE monitoring deployment currently operating on it. The final chapter are the
conclusions of this deliverable.
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Chapter 2

DCEx execution model

As we introduced in D2.4, the integration of DCEx into GrPPI required the binding
of patterns we defined for the DCEx programming abstractions to a new runtime.
To achieve that goal, we designed a new execution model for GrPPI, represented by
the DCEx_runtime class. The DCEx runtime receives the code of a GrPPI+DCEx
parallel application and generates the code that it will be executed on the various
workers by analyzing the inputs of the application.

The main DCEx entities interacting with the runtime are : Master, Worker, CNode,
CArea, Data Parallel Block (DPB), Partition, Program, and Tasks. The nodes that
compose the system are divided in Master and Worker nodes. The Master node
(one per application) plays the role of a coordinator that receives tasks and data
from a client machine and distributes them according to the current workload of
each Worker and the static hints declared by the programmer.

When the execution of a GrPPI pattern is requested, the runtime, to know where
partitions are located, queries the in object and assigns each one of its partitions
to a single Worker (a local task). The executeRemoteTask function creates a task
corresponding to the pipeline and sends it to the best suitable Worker, which is
chosen by the partition.getCNode() according to the CArea ca and to the workload
of the node storing the specified partition.

2.1 Prototype

The current prototype is available at https://gitlab.arcos.inf.uc3m.
es/aspide/dcex.git. This repository is open to the community.
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2.1.1 Installation instructions

The software has been tested using the following packages

• libczmq-dev

• liblog4cxx10v5

• libboost1.65-dev

• libboost-serialization1.65.1

As mentioned before, the current DCEx prototype is supported by two external
components: container (result of Work Package 4) and the in-memory storage
system (result of Work Package 4).

The project is managed by CMAKE configuration files. The compilation process is
as follows:

git clone https://gitlab.arcos.inf.uc3m.es/aspide/
(cont.)dcex.git

cd dcex
git submodule init
mkdir build
cd build
cmake ..
make -j

2.1.2 Debugging

Full debugging is supporting by using the log4cxx component. This component
enables the annotation of info, debug, and fatal messages. This mechanism permits
storing of generated messages for manual post-processing. Debug is activated
by using system’s environment variables. The variable DCEX_DEBUG has to
contain a complete path of a file in log4j format. This approach is widely used in
other framework such as Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark.

2.1.3 Parallel distributed execution

As mentioned in Deliverables 2.1 and 2.2, the DCEx framework is based on a
MPI+X vision. DCEx is fully compatible with MPI implementation like MPICH and
OpenMPI. The following example shows how to execute a DCEx-based application
in a cluster platform:
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mpiexec -n 40 ./string2bin\_mpi file:///home/
(cont.)aspide/dcex/samples/dataset/ file:///
(cont.)home/aspide/dcex/build/samples/map\_mpi
(cont.)/output

In the previous example, we take advantage of MPI to deploy 40 processes. In
current version of the prototype, computational resources and its topology are
obtained from a configuration file. This file has the same format for those employed
in both MPICH and OpenMPI implementation. Each line of the file represent a
computation node. Optionally, it is possible to define the number of cores that this
nodes has. This format determines the topology and process distribution done at
execution time. In the future, we plan to take advantage of the Carea and Cnode
definition presented in Deliverable D2.1. In Chapter 3, we detail our current effort
for managing the available resources by using the ASPIDE Gateway.

The current version requires the definition of the HYDRA_HOST_FILE en-
vironment variable to expose the compute nodes. An example of the file is as
follows:

compute-9-1:8
compute-9-2:8
compute-9-3:8
compute-9-4:8
compute-9-5:8

It is important to note, as demonstrated in Section 2.2, that end-users do not need to
implement MPI-basic routines (i.e., communicators, point-to-point and collective
primitives, etc) to implement parallel code. MPI facilitates the deployment of
parallel processes by using environment variables that are obtained at execution
time. Other alternatives have been considered but MPI is the most employed
approach, available the majority of HPC supercomputers that we are targeting in
this project. As discussed in the next chapter, also Slurm is considered for obtaining
the process id and the established number of processes.

2.2 Examples

The examples shown in this section are already included in the master branch of
the DCEx repository. Examples cover basic and advances features of the DCEx
programming model. We describe the most significant examples up to the date of
submission of this deliverable.
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2.2.1 Basic

Listing 2.1 shows a basic example that computes the Fibonacci series in parallel
tasks. This examples depicts the use of the divide and conquer parallel pattern, in
where each stage is parallelized using the available cores of the system.

1

2 #include <iostream>
3 #include <vector>
4 #include <string>
5 #include <numeric>
6 #include <stdlib.h>
7 #include <optional>
8

9 // grppi
10 #include "grppi.h"
11 #include "task_dist/zmq_port_service.h"
12 #include "task_dist/zmq_task.h"
13

14 using namespace grppi;
15

16

17 int main(int argc, char **argv) {
18

19 if (argc != 4) {
20 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " num <node id> <server

id>" << std::endl;
21 return 1;
22 }
23

24 long num = atoi(argv[1]);
25 long id = atoi(argv[2]);
26 long server_id = atoi(argv[3]);
27 bool is_server = (id == server_id);
28

29 std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0, "127.0.0.1"},{1,
"192.168.1.37"}};

30 auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service> (machines
[0], 5570, is_server);

31 std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : " << port_serv->
new_port() << std::endl;

32 auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>(machines,
id, port_serv, 100, server_id, 2);

33 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{std::
move(sched)};

34

35 // divide and conquer parallel patern
36 auto res = grppi::divide_conquer(exec,
37 num,
38 [](int x) -> std::vector<int> {
39 std::ostringstream ss;
40 ss << "--------------- DIVIDE: " << x << " = (" << x-1 << ",

" << x-2 << ") ---------------" << std::endl;
41 std::cout << ss.str();
42 return { x-1, x-2 };
43 },
44 [](int x) {
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45 std::ostringstream ss;
46 ss << "--------------- PREDICATE: (" << x << " < 2) = " << (

x<2) << " ---------------" << std::endl;
47 std::cout << ss.str();
48 return x<2;
49 },
50 [](int x) {
51 std::ostringstream ss;
52 ss << "--------------- SOLVE: " << x << " -> 1

---------------" << std::endl;
53 std::cout << ss.str();
54 return 1;
55 },
56 [](int s1, int s2) {
57 std::ostringstream ss;
58 ss << "--------------- COMBINE: " << s1 << " + " << s2 << "

= " << s1 + s2 << " ---------------" << std::endl;
59 std::cout << ss.str();
60 return s1+s2;
61 }
62 );
63 std::cout << "Fibonacci(" << num << ")= " << res << std::endl;
64 return 0;
65 }

Listing 2.1: Fibonacci parallel implementation in DCEx.

In this example, the developer can define using a map collection a list of target
machines. This is done for testing purpose. This information is hidden by using
other constructors of the parallel execution policy.

Listing 2.2 show a basic example that transforms a file or a set of files that containing
integers represented as strings and separated by lines into files that contains their
binary representation.

1

2 #include <iostream>
3 #include <vector>
4 #include <numeric>
5 #include <memory>
6 #include <optional>
7 #include <stdlib.h>
8 #include <string.h>
9

10 #include "grppi.h"
11

12 using namespace grppi;
13 using namespace aspide;
14

15 int main(int argc, char *argv[]){
16

17 if (argc != 3) {
18 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <input_dir> <

output_dir>" << std::endl;
19 }
20

21 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{};
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22

23 text_in_container in(argv[1],’\n’);
24

25 output_container out(argv[2]);
26

27 map(exec, in, out,
28 [](std::string s){
29 int value = stoi(s);
30 char * binVal = reinterpret_cast<char *>(&value);
31 std::string bin(binVal,4);
32 return bin;
33 }
34 );
35

36 return 0;
37

38 }

Listing 2.2: Parallel map pattern.

In this example, two containers are created for input and output purposes. The map
function receives as input parameters the following items:

• exex - This represents the parallel execution policy. In this case, the execution
is constructed using default options, so the application will release on MPI
for find the number of process to deploy and the location of the CNodes.

• in - This container represents the input container. As described in the past,
this container could read POSIX and HDFS file systems as multiple files in a
single folder.

• out - Folder containing the resulting files.

• Lambda - In this case, the lambda represents the function executed as map
parallel pattern. As the input container is defined as text-based container, the
map function will be applied to each line of the files.

2.2.2 Advance

This section shows some advanced examples of code implemented using the DCEx
execution model combined with GRPPI. Specifically, three examples will be shown
that implement some steps of the urban computing workflow. Such a workflow has
been described in the previous deliverables and it is composed by 5 main steps (see
Figure 2.1):

A. Crawling: large amounts of data are collected in parallel from social media
using public APIs or loaded from files that are stored on distributed file
systems.
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B. Filtering: filtering functions are run to verify if a social media item meets or
not some conditions.

C. Automatic keywords extraction and data grouping: the keywords that identify
the places of interests are extracted; these keywords will be used to group
social media items according to the places they refer to. The keywords
extraction can be skipped if the keywords are provided as a workflow input.

D. RoIs extraction using a parallel clustering approach: A data parallel approach
is used to extract Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) starting from social media data
grouped by keywords. RoIs represent a way to partition the space into
meaningful areas; they are the boundaries of points-of-interest (e.g., a square
of a city). This step can be skipped if the RoIs are provided as input of the
workflow.

E. Trajectory mining: This step is run to discover behavior and mobility patterns
of people by analyzing geotagged social media items. To implement this step,
the FP-Growth (frequent itemset analysis) and Prefix-Span (sequential pattern
mining) algorithms are used.

DC

Social media

items
Configuration

Trajectories

{;}

Crawling Filtering
Filtered social 

media items

RoIs 

extraction
RoIs

Keywords extr. 

& data grouping

Grouped social

media items

Trajectory

mining

B

Figure 2.1: Workflow of the urban computing use-case.

In the following we show three code snippets related to three steps of the workflow:
1) filtering (block “B” in Figure 2.1); 2) keywords extraction (block “C”); 3) RoIs
extraction (block “D”).

2.2.2.1 Filtering function

Listing 2.3 shows the GrPPi-DCEx code used for implementing the filtering function.
The filtering function analyzes a set of JSON items for generating a new set including
only the ones that are geo-localized and with associated tags. The function exploits
the Pipeline pattern that accepts an input container from which the items are read,
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two filtering transformers, and an output container to which the filtered geotagged
items are written.

1 void filter_geoitems(string inputFile, string outputFile){
2 cout << "geoitems filtering" << endl;
3 aspide::text_in_container items_in(inputFile,’\n’);
4 aspide::output_container geotagged_out(outputFile,’\n’);
5 grppi::pipeline(exec,
6 items_in,
7 grppi::keep([&](string line){
8 json obj = json::parse(line);
9 return jsonCrawler->isGeotagged(obj);

10 }),
11 grppi::keep([&](string line){
12 json obj = json::parse(line);
13 return jsonCrawler->hasTags(obj);
14 }),
15 geotagged_out
16 );
17 }

Listing 2.3: DCEx code snippet for item filtering function

Figure 2.2 shows that the filtering function takes many data from the source dataset
and removes some of them, maintaining only geotagged ones.

input filter:isGeotagged filter:hasTags output

Figure 2.2: Filtering data flow.

2.2.2.2 Keywords extraction function

Listing 2.4 shows the GrPPI-DCEx code for the keywords extraction function. The
function exploits the Map-Reduce pattern. The mapper, for each geotagged item,
determines the cell in which the item falls into and the words it contains. The
reducer is responsible to merge all the words that have been associated with posts
published in a given cell. To write the output file, the function uses a format writer
object (formatWriter) that receives the output map from a reducer and encode its
items in JSON strings. The reducer uses a second function (combineMaps) to merge
partial data obtained from the various mappers.

1 void extract_keywords(string inputFile, string outputFile){
2 cout << "keywords extraction" << endl;
3 aspide::text_in_container geotagged_in(inputFile,’\n’);
4 aspide::output_container keywords_out(outputFile,’\n’);
5
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6 format_writer keywords_formatter(keywords_out,
7 [](map<Cell, map<string,int>> map) -> string{
8 stringstream ss;
9 for(pair<Cell, map<string,int>> item : map){}

10 json out_item = getJson(item);
11 StringBuffer buffer;
12 buffer.Clear();
13 Writer<StringBuffer> writer(buffer);
14 doc.Accept(writer);
15 ss << writer.GetString() << std::endl;
16 }
17 return ss.str();
18 }
19 );
20

21 grppi::map_reduce(exec, geotagged_in, keywords_formatter,
22 [](string line)-> std::map<Cell, map<string, int>>{
23 json x = json::parse(line);
24 return {getCell(x, cellSize), getTagFreq(x)};
25 },
26 [](map<Cell, map<string, int>> &lhs, map<Cell, map<string,

int>> &rhs){
27 return combineMaps(lhs, rhs,
28 [](map<string, int> map1, map<string, int> map2){
29 return combineMaps(map1, map2,
30 [](int freq1, int freq2){
31 return freq1+freq2;
32 });
33 }
34 });
35 }
36

37 template<typename Map, typename ValueCombiner>
38 static Map combineMaps(Map & m1, Map & m2, ValueCombiner &

combiner){
39 Map result;
40 result.insert(m1.begin(), m1.end());
41

42 for(auto kv : m2){
43 if(result.count(kv.first) > 0){
44 result[kv.first] = combiner(result[kv.first], kv.second);
45 } else {
46 result.insert(kv);
47 }
48 }
49 return result;
50 }

Listing 2.4: DCEx code snippet for keywords extraction operation

Figure 2.3 visualizes the keywords extraction data flow. The intermediate data
generated by mappers, are aggregated by reducers so as to generate the final output.
As it can be seen, such a flow contains some stages for sorting and distributing
intermediate data in order to generate the final output.
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input map:cell-word reduce:aggregateCell output

Figure 2.3: Keywords extraction data flow.

2.2.2.3 RoIs extraction function

Listing 2.5 shows the GrPPI-DCEx code for the RoIs extraction function. The goal
of the function is defining a set of Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) from the geotagged
items assigned to the Points-of-Interes (PoIs). The function exploits the Map pattern.
Specifically, geotagged items can be transformed into geographical coordinates (i.e.,
pairs of <latitude, longitude>) that can be aggregated through clustering. All the
coordinates associated to a PoI are processed by the DBSCAN clustering algorithm
which aggregates them into clusters. Among these clusters, the one containing
the greatest number of coordinates is selected and used to generate the Region of
Interest (polygon obtained through the convex hull algorithm). The function uses a
format writer to convert the names of a RoI and its convex hull in a JSON string,
stored in the output file.

1 void extract_rois(string inputFile, string outputFile, double eps,
int minPts){

2 cout << "roi definition" << endl;
3 aspide::text_in_container pois_in(inputFile,’\n’);
4 aspide::output_container rois_out(outputFile,’\n’);
5

6 format_writer rois_formatter(keywords_out,
7 [](map<string, Geometry> item ) -> std::string{
8 json out_item = getJson(item);
9 rapidjson::StringBuffer buffer;

10 buffer.Clear();
11 rapidjson::Writer<rapidjson::StringBuffer> writer(buffer);
12 doc.Accept(writer);
13 return writer.GetString();
14 }
15

16 grppi::map(exec, pois_in, rois_formatter,
17 [](string pois_line)->map<string, Geometry>{
18 json pois_json = json::parse(poi_line);
19 return {pois_json.value("name", ""), getRoIByDBSCAN(

pois_json["points"], eps, minPts);
20 });
21 }

Listing 2.5: DCEx code snippet for RoIs extraction

Figure 2.4 visualizes the RoIs extraction data flow. As it can be seen, this is a
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function that can be easily parallelized as each RoI can be calculated independently
from the others.

input defineRoI output

Figure 2.4: RoIs extraction data flow.
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Chapter 3

Application Deployment Software

This chapter describes the software stack used for the deployment of ASPIDE
applications. The software stack consists of the set components packaged as the
ASPIDE Gateway and their dependencies. First we describe the dependencies of
the ASPIDE Gateway and present the reason for their selection. Next we describe
the setup and configuration of the ASPIDE Gateway. Finally we show examples for
creating, and deploying ASPIDE applications as well as monitoring their status.

3.1 Gateway Dependencies

The Gateway is the user-facing component that allows for definition and deployment
of an ASPIDE application. In order to execute the application it makes use of the
Slurm Workload Manager1, formerly known as Simple Linux Utility for Resource
Management (SLURM). This tool allows for gathering information about the avail-
able compute nodes and their exposed resources (cores, memory). Additionally,
this tool is used in order to execute the DCEx runtime which is responsible to
interpret the ASPIDE application file and schedule each step from the application.
Thus, SLURM will be queried in order to acknowledge the execution state of this
application (i.e., pending, executing, finished).

Since ASPIDE applications expose dependencies on data, the Gateway can leverage
the Intelligent Data Manager (IDM) in order to choose the best suited nodes from
the available ones. This dependency is optional if a global filesystem is used. The
selected nodes are reserved through SLURM, and are included of the configuration
needed by the DCEx runtime. Moreover, the Gateway can leverage the monitoring
interfaces in order to inform the user about any anomalies detected during the
execution of the applications.

1https://slurm.schedmd.com/documentation.html
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3.2 Gateway Setup

The ASPIDE Gateway consists of three modules: i) gateway-ui, ii) tosca-dsl, and
iii) orchestrator. The first module is an adaption of the Alien4Cloud2 open-source
project. The second module consists of the TOSCA definitions for the DCEx
abstraction such as Cnode, Carea, Task, TaskPool, and Data. The orchestrator
module is responsible for the interpretation of the ASPIDE applications and for the
interaction with SLURM and other ASPIDE components.

The ASPIDE Gateway is open-source software licensed under Apache License 2.0
and can be found at https://github.com/adispataru/aspide-gateway.

3.2.1 Installation

3.2.1.1 Docker installation

The gateway-ui module also contains the instructions to create a Docker image,
available in the Dockerfile in the root directory of the module. In order to build and
run this image, execute:

docker built -t gateway
docker run -p 8088:80 gateway:latest

The ASPIDE gateway can now be accessed from localhost on the default port 80.

3.2.1.2 Stand-alone installation

Prerequisites

In order to install the ASPIDE Gateway the following tools must be installed:

• Java – version 1.8 or above

• Maven – version 3

• Python (development packages)

• Ruby (development packages)

• Node.js – version 10

• Node packages (bower, grunt, compass)

2http://alien4cloud.github.io/
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Once all prerequisites are installed, the gateway-ui module can be installed using
Maven. Change directory in the aspide-gateway-ui folder and execute the command:

mvn c l e a n i n s t a l l −Dmaven . wagon . h t t p . s s l . i n s e c u r e = t r u e −Dmaven . wagon . h t t p
(cont.) . s s l . a l l o w a l l = t r u e

Once compiled, the executable can be found in directory ./alien4cloud-ui/target/
alien4cloud-ui-2.2.0-SNAPSHOT-standalone.war. This can then be executed using
the java -jar command, making the gateway available on port 8088.

Additionally, the orchestrator plugin needs to be packaged. To achieve this, the
following command must be executed in the aspide-orchestrator directory:

mvn clean package

The orchestrator is packaged as a zip archive and can be found in folder target/a4c-
aspide-plugin-2.2.0-SNAPSHOT

3.2.2 Configuration

The administrator is responsible for registering the users of the platform and config-
ure the UI with the ASPIDE specifications and Orchestrator. The main administra-
tion panel is presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Gateway administration panel

Users can be added and managed by proceeding to the Users interface. The Plu-
gins interface is used for adding the Orchestrator plugin. This is achieved by
Drag&Dropping the zip file in a corresponding box.

The Orchestrators interface is used to add and configure the ASPIDE Orchestrator.
First, a new Orchestrator must be created, selecting ASPIDE Provider as the plugin
when prompted. Then, the orchestrator can be configured by clicking on its name
and accessing Configuration from the side-bar. Finally, the SLURM head node and
credentials need to be set, as well as the DCEx runtime path and Monitoring and
Data APIs endpoints. The configuration interface is presented in Figure 3.2. This
interface is not available to other roles. When the configuration is complete, the
Orchestrator needs to be enabled from the Information view on the side-bar.
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Figure 3.2: ASPIDE Orchestrator Configuration Interface and example settings

In order to allow for ASPIDE applications to be defined, the administrator needs to
register the DCEx abstractions. This can be achieved by switching to the Catalog
interface and choosing the Manage archives tab. The content of the folders in
the aspide-tosca-dsl directory needs to be archived as a zip and dropped in the
corresponding box. Alternately, the specifications can be imported directly from
Github. This interface is shown in Figure 3.3, presenting the two archives: the
TOSCA normative types and the ASPIDE definitions.

Figure 3.3: Catalog view of necessary specifications

The Application Developer is responsible to create a TOSCA definition describ-
ing the application data inputs and outputs as well as providing the DCEx script,
representing the implementation of the application.
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3.3 Application definition

The definition of an application is straightforward. The developer must create a
YAML file describing it’s application. The Application needs to be derived from
one of the corresponding ASPIDE definitions: Task, or TaskPool. If the Application
is derived from Task, than at most one task can be run at one time. If the Application
is derived from TaskPool, then a multiple number of tasks can be run at the same
time, depending on the size of the underlying Carea. Additionally, the developer
needs to provide a DCEx script. This script should contain DCEx code as presented
in Chapter 2, and can resemble multiple Tasks and TaskPools that run in a pipeline.
The outline of the folder should look like the following:

app

x apps.yaml

x scripts

x script1.dcx

x scriptN.dcx

An example two Application definition is given in the following Listing:

tosca_definitions_version: alien_dsl_1_2_0
description: TOSCA ASPIDE Example Types
template_name: aspide-normative-types
template_version: 0.0.1-SNAPSHOT
template_author: AdrianSpataru
imports:
- "tosca-normative-types:1.0.0-SNAPSHOT"
node_types:

aspide.nodes.SimpleApp:
derived_from: aspide.nodes.Task
description: Example
interfaces:

DCEX:
execute: scripts/simple.dcx

aspide.nodes.ExampleApp:
derived_from: aspide.nodes.TaskPool
description: Example
interfaces:

DCEX:
execute: scripts/parallel.dcx

No data input or output requirements need to be defined here, since they are inherited
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from the Task or TaskPool definition. The content of this folder can be archived into
a zip file which can be registered in the Catalog. Alternately, the content can be
registered and updated using the Git interface. Finally, the end-user can use this
definition when creating a topology.

3.4 Topology Definition and Deployment

The ASPIDE Gateway allows a user to create a topology consisting of multiple
DCEx Applications and their interactions through data. The Orchestrator determines
dependencies between the Applications and therefore the number of nodes required
to execute the topology and the execution sequence.

In order to create a new Topology, the Applications interface needs to be accessed.
Once created, the interface presented in Figure 3.4 is shown. Outlined in blue, the
available deployment environments are listed. Outline in red, the topology versions
are listed.

Figure 3.4: Application Interface

The Topology Editor interface is presented in Figure 3.5. Topology nodes can be
added by Drag&Dropping the icons presented on the right side bar. Relationships
between tasks and data can be established by dragging a path from the Task require-
ment to a corresponding Data capability, the interface is highlighting candidates
in green. The properties and relationships of a node can be set by selecting it.
The user needs to set the Data id with an URI and specifies read/write privileges.
Additionally, the input and output relationships of the corresponding tasks must be
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edited to specify mounting and output paths. In case a topology entity does not have
all requirements satisfied, the topology is not valid and the user can not proceed to
the deployment phase.

Figure 3.5: Example Topology Creation

We show a further development of this example Topology in Figure 3.6. In this
scenario the FirstTask is running on a single node and reads data from and writes
data to the same Data descriptor. The output data is then read by the DemoTaskPool
Application, which writes its output based on the Data_2 descriptor.

Figure 3.6: Example Topology with dependencies established through data

After the topology is saved, the user can return to the Application Interface (Fig.
3.4 and select an environment to deploy the Topology. The user must select an
Orchestrator and is then ready to deploy.

Once the application is deployed, the user can inspect the status of the Topology
under Manage current deployments tab, selecting Runtime from the left side-bar.
This will present the interface shown in Figure 3.7.

The user can select Events from the right side-bar in order to check any events about
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Figure 3.7: Topology Runtime VIew. Step 1

application status change or detected anomalies. The color associated with each
node is a representation of its status: green represents success (the compute infras-
tructure has been initialized successfully), orange represents processing (FirstTask
is executing, Data is in use), blue represents a pending operation (DemoTaskPool is
waiting for its input data to become available).

The next step is shown in Figure 3.8. FirstTask finishes execution is DemoTaskPool
starts execution. Data that has been written by FirstTask is available at the path
specified by Data. When selecting an Application from the Topology, several
runtime attributes can be inspected. In this example attributes from SLURM are
presented, more detailed properties can be obtained from the monitoring tool.

Figure 3.8: Topology Runtime View. Step 2
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented the software stack required for the management of
DCEx Application Topologies and provided instructions on how to configure and
use the components bundled as the ASPIDE Gateway. DCEx workflows in which
tasks interact via temporary data can be encapsulated as a Service with resource
requirements, dependent on input data, which generates output data at the end of
workflow execution; the data can be sent to storage, for later use. Multiple such
Services can be linked through the data they consume and generate, allowing for an
abstract view over the composition of multiple DCEx Applications, encapsulated in
a Topology.

The ASPIDE Gateway offers an easy to use interface for the design and deployment
of Application Topologies, abstracting away the infrastructure interaction while
providing useful insights gathered through from the Monitoring Interfaces described
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Monitoring and Testing

4.1 Monitoring setup

The ASPIDE Monitoring solution has been extensively described in deliverables
D3.2 [1] and D3.3 [2]. For the context of this deliverable we are interested in
describing how the monitoring setup is effected and in turn effects the ASPIDE
programming framework.

An Exascale application will run on potentially thousands of processing nodes,
which means that the sheer amount of performance related metrics will be quite
considerable and that mechanisms to reduce the amount of raw monitoring data that
needs to be collected and moved/streamed for further analysis have to be devised.
The solution devised in ASPIDE is to have aggregation and pre-processing nodes
that can tackle some of the workflow in a distributed manner.

The way in which both the monitoring agents and pre-processing nodes are assigned
is handled by the M3AT (Monitoring agent assignment tool) detailed in Deliverable
D3.3 [1]. Based on the types of components the entire monitoring cluster can be
split up into 2 tiers:

• Tier 1 - Contains the monitoring agents themselves as well as the M3AT
aggregation and pre-processing components.

• Tier 2 - Contains the persistent storage of the monitoring data (Time series
Database), as well as all the analytical components and decision support
system.

The complete monitoring infrastructure is well beyond the scope of this chapter and
deliverable thus we will focus only on the most pertinent sub-components. Chief
among these are the monitoring agents deployed on each eEascale compute node.
We can see in figure 4.1 a schematic representation of an Exascale compute node
and the relationship between monitoring agents and other node components.
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Figure 4.1: EDE Chaos Inducer Architecture
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Hardware

In the case of Exascale systems the hardware can take many forms. Most if not
all such systems will be comprised of heterogeneous components. This fact when
combined with the sheer number of compute nodes required for an Exascale system
will inevitably lead to hardware faults or failures causing unforeseen events and
anomalies. Any monitoring solution, including the ASPIDE solution, must be able
to collect a large variety of hardware related metrics.

Because the ASPIDE monitoring solution is based on Prometheus1 we use as a
basis for our monitoring agents the Prometheus node exporter 2. It is one of the
most versatile OS metric exporter for POSIX machines (including GPU metrics if
applicable see section 4.3 for more details).

In short whichever OS or Hardware metrics that can be monitored can also be
exported using the Prometheus Node exporter based ASPIDE Monitoring Agent.

Software stack

The software stack for Exascale systems is as much, if not more complex than in
the case of hardware. Platform specific metrics quantity thus rivals if not exceeds
it’s hardware counterparts. The software stack currently is a combination of HPC
and Big Data tools. The ASPIDE monitoring solution can be used to handle these
types of metrics with relative ease. In most circumstances the inbuilt monitoring
subsystems can be configured in such a way that they can work together with our
monitoring solutions. In the case of more fine tuned application specific metrics
code instrumentation might be required.

For these application specific metrics Prometheus offers a large variety of instru-
menting client libraries3. It provides official libraries for; Go, Java (Scala), Python,
Ruby, Bash, C/C++, Rust etc. Regardless of client language there are 4 metric
types. Counter metrics are cumulative (they can only increase or be reset to 0).
Gauge which is represented by a single value which can go up and down. His-
togram samples observations (i.e. request duration, response size) and counts them
in configurable buckets. Finally we have summary metrics which are similar to
histograms, the main difference being the ability to calculate configurable quantiles
over a sliding time window.

1https://prometheus.io/
2https://github.com/prometheus/node_exporter
3https://prometheus.io/docs/instrumenting/clientlibs/
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4.1.1 Monitoring Spark Based applications

One example of a software platform which has the potential to be widely used in an
Exascale software stacks is Apache Spark4. It’s monitoring capabilities are tightly
related to the ones used by other Apache products such as Apache Hadoop5.

Spark monitoring is largely based on the concept of metrics sink interfaces6. These
interfaces are configurable using the metrics.properties configuration file. Unfortu-
nately by default Spark does not officially support Prometheus. However, there are
a few workarounds.

The first one is to use the graphite sink and a special graphite exporter7 from
Prometheus. In order to fully take advantage of the prometheus query language we
will have to label each metric in the graphite_mapping.conf as seen in listing 4.1.

1 mappings:
2 - match: ’*.*.jvm.*.*’
3 name: jvm_memory_usage
4 labels:
5 application: $1
6 executor_id: $2
7 mem_type: $3
8 qty: $4
9

10 - match: ’*.*.DAGScheduler.*.*’
11 name: DAG_scheduler
12 labels:
13 application: $1
14 executor_id: $2
15 type: $3
16 qty: $4
17

18 - match: ’*.*.app.StreamingMetrics.*.*’
19 name: app_Metrics
20 labels:
21 application: $1
22 executor_id: $2
23 type: $3
24 qty: $4

Listing 4.1: Graphite config snipet

4https://spark.apache.org/
5https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/current/api/org/apache/hadoop/metrics2/package-

summary.html
6https://metrics.dropwizard.io/4.1.1/
7https://github.com/prometheus/graphite_exporter
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Once this is done all we have to do is configure Sparks metrics system to utilize
graphite sinks. An example can be see at listing 4.2.

1 *.sink.graphite.class=org.apache.spark.metrics.sink.
(cont.)GraphiteSink

2 *.sink.graphite.host=graphite_exporter
3 *.sink.graphite.port=9109
4 *.sink.graphite.period=10
5 *.sink.graphite.unit=seconds
6

7 # Enable JvmSource for instance master, worker, driver
(cont.) and executor

8 master.source.jvm.class=org.apache.spark.metrics.
(cont.)source.JvmSource

9

10 worker.source.jvm.class=org.apache.spark.metrics.
(cont.)source.JvmSource

11

12 driver.source.jvm.class=org.apache.spark.metrics.
(cont.)source.JvmSource

13

14 executor.source.jvm.class=org.apache.spark.metrics.
(cont.)source.JvmSource

Listing 4.2: Spark Metrics properties

There exist other alternatives to this such as a custom Prometheus sink implementa-
tion8.

4.1.2 Analysis Mechanism

Once the available metrics have been collected these have to be utilized in such a
way in which it can give an overview of the current state of the overall Exascale
system. In ASPIDE, there are a number of such tools which utilize raw monitoring
data but for the purpose of this deliverable we focus mainly on only one of them.

Namely the Event Detection Engine (EDE), which is tasked with detecting any
kind of events and anomalies which can interfere with the normal operation of
Exascale applications. EDE utilizes machine learning (including deep learning)
methods for detection. Its general architecture has been described in deliverable
3.2 [1]. In short it is a distributed framework designed to use both supervised and
unsupervised methods for detecting anomalies. An architecture overview can be

8https://github.com/banzaicloud/spark-metrics
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Figure 4.2: EDE Architecture

seen in Figure 4.2. It s based around several machine learning libraries such as
scikit-learn9, Keras10, LightGBM11, XGboost12, CatBoost13 etc. As well as other
tools such as Dask14 and Kafka15.

In the case of unsupervised methods, somewhat viable detection can be accom-
plished without utilizing labeled data. We can theoretically model how an applica-
tion usually behaves and whichever event is found to be significantly different then
expected can be viewed as anomalous. Of course this is an oversimplification of
this particular type of detection mechanism. In case of supervised methods there
needs to be a training and optimally a validation dataset which is of course labeled.
The quality of these labeled events has drastic a drastic effect on the detection
capabilities of any supervised method. The creation of quality labeled datasets
is not an easy task. it usually requires expert knowledge. The difficulty is also
compounded by the fact that some if not all anomalous events are extremely rare,

9https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
10https://faroit.com/keras-docs/2.0.0/scikit-learn-api/
11https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
12https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
13https://catboost.ai/
14https://dask.org/
15https://kafka.apache.org/
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representing well under 1% of total events. Both detection cases presented here
would benefit greatly from the existence of labeled datasets in order to accurately
gauge their effectiveness.

4.2 Event and Anomaly Induction

One of the most difficult part of utilizing machine learning for detection tasks in
general and anomaly detection for large scale systems in particular is to find a
high quality training and validation dataset. Although there are some datasets that
include anomalous events such as the Google Datacenter datasets [3–5] or the HPC
dataset from [6] these rarely if ever have meaningful data for Exascale systems.
They largely have one of the following problems:

• Traces are in raw format no annotations of events are available

• They involve highly specialized hardware and software stacks (see Googles
Borg [7])

• The data is from a single node not a distributed system (see [6] and the
Antarex dataset [8])

The aforementioned problems are by no means the only ones but for our considera-
tions are the most pertinent. In order to facilitate as much as possible the creation
and utilization of high quality datasets we decided on creating our own event and
anomaly inducing distributed framework.

4.2.1 Chaos Inducer

The EDE Chaos Inducer (CI) (seen in Figure 4.1) is a distributed tool designed to
enable the execution of code which simulates or causes particular events and/or
anomalies on target compute nodes. Users can define an induction session detailing
the event type and parameters as well as the probability of a particular event to be
triggered. More details about sessions can be found in section 4.2.1.2.

This tool is largely based on Redis16, each CI worker fetches its assigned task (event)
from the Redis based interconnect. The code for CI can be found in this repository:
https://github.com/IeAT-ASPIDE/ede-chaos-inductor.

Compute Node components

As we previously mentioned an Exascale Compute Node contains a wide variety
of both hardware and software. Thus CI inductor agents have to be able to effect

16https://redis.io/
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both hardware and software components in some way. For this first iteration of our
tool we focus mainly on hardware related events as software events (i.e. presence of
software anti-patterns, misconfiguration etc.) are highly dependant on application
type and in some cases developer instrumentation.

4.2.1.1 Events and Anomalies

The task of selecting events and anomalies to include in our tool was a difficult one.
We already identified some of the most pertinent ones in deliverable 2.3 [9] largely
inspired by the work done in [10] and re-implemented them for CI. For the sake of
completeness we will detail the ones currently implemented here:

• Dummy - This anomaly does nothing, it is included only to mitigate the
possibility and effects of detection bias.

• CPU overload - Detects the number of CPU cores on any given node and
saturates one or all CPU cores for a number of seconds (based on user set
parameters).

• Memory Eater - Writes data into the RAM of a compute node, the amount
allocated is based on a user defined parameters: unit (KB, MB, GB), multi-
plier, number of iterations. Thus simulating memory interference fault and
saturation. User can also specify when the allocations are released.

• Memory Leak - Similar to the memory eater except the allocations are never
released (at least not during the execution of the application currently running)
causing memory fragmentation.

• Dial - Repeatedly executing large floating point calculations causing ALU
interference.

• DDot - Repeatedly calculates the dot product between two matrices. The size
of each matrix is calculated based on CPU L2 cache size. Users can configure
modifiers which are than used periodically to change matrix size to potential
10 times the cache size. The number of executions and time out can also
be set by the user. The L2 cache size is automatically determined by each
inductor agent at initialization. This simulates CPU cache fault.

• Copy - Generates and then moves a large file from one location to another.
Users can set: allocation unit (KB, MB, GB), multiplier, if the file should
be removed or not and timeout between executions. This simulates I/O
interference, I/O saturation or failing hard drive. Potentially degrading the
I/O of any other application running on the same node. We should note that
the generated file can also be moved from one compute node to another thus
simulating network I/O interference.
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• Page fail - Makes any page allocation fail with a 50% probability. Simulating
failing memory or misconfiguration.

• IOError - Fails one out of 500 hard-drive I/O operations with a given proba-
bility simulating I/O interference and failing hard-drives.

The above mentioned anomalies do not represent an exhaustive list. They are merely
the most pertinent at this given time. It is possible to add new anomalies to CI as
soon as they are identified/defined by the ASPIDE team based on the work done on
the Autotuning component, see Figure 1.1. It should be noted that some anomalies
(the latter two from the above enumeration) require the installation of a Linux kernel
module called fault-inject-debugfs 17.

4.2.1.2 Workflow Generation and Scheduling

In order to utilize the anomalies from CI we first need to define a session. In a
session users can define a list of anomalies (and the parameters associated with
them) as well as the inductor agents on which they are to be executed. It is important
to note that more than one anomaly can be executed simultaneously on the same
node.

1 {
2 "anomalies":[
3 {
4 "type":"dummy",
5 "options":{
6 "stime":10
7 },
8 "prob":0.4
9 },

10 {
11 "type":"cpu_overload",
12 "options":{
13 "half":1,
14 "time_out":15
15 },
16 "prob":0.1
17 },
18 {
19 "type":"memeater_v2",
20 "options":{
21 "unit":"gb",
22 "multiplier":1,

17https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/fault-injection/fault-injection.html
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23 "iteration":2,
24 "time_out":20
25 },
26 "prob":0.2
27 },
28 {
29 "type":"copy",
30 "options":{
31 "unit":"kb",
32 "multiplier":1,
33 "remove":1,
34 "time_out":20
35 },
36 "prob":0.2
37 },
38 {
39 "type":"ddot",
40 "options":{
41 "iterations":1,
42 "time_out":1,
43 "modifiers":[0.9, 5, 2]
44 },
45 "prob":0.1
46 }
47 ],
48 "options":{
49 "loop":1,
50 "randomise":1,
51 "sample_size":10,
52 "distribution":"uniform"
53 }
54 }

Listing 4.3: Example CI Session

Listing 4.3 show an example session descriptor. Users can define a list of anomalies
(type and options), as well as the probability of them actually being executed. In
order to make the induced anomalies as close to real life scenarios as possible and
to limit any potential bias each anomaly execution is associated with a probability
of it being executed once scheduled.

Users also have the ability to control several aspects of scheduling for each anomaly
execution. The option section starting at line 48 from Listing 4.3 shows examples
these. The loop parameters allows the entire session to loop indefinitely. Randomize
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will randomize the order in which each task is scheduled otherwise CI will use the
order in which they are defined in the session descriptor. The distribution allows
users to define a particular distribution of tasks. Currently probabilistic and uniform
distributions are available. Sample size limits the number of tasks to be scheduled.
It is also possible to add a stagger time interval between executions, this ensures
that there will be a pause between scheduled anomaly execution.

1 {
2 "<inducer_agent_id1>": {
3 "anomalies": [
4 {
5 "type": "cpu_overload",
6 "options": {
7 "half": 1,
8 "time_out": 15
9 },

10 "prob": 1.0
11 }
12 ]
13 },
14 "<inducer_agent_id2>": {
15 "anomalies": [
16 {
17 "type": "memeater_v2",
18 "options": {
19 "unit": "gb",
20 "multiplier": 1,
21 "iteration": 2,
22 "time_out": 20
23 },
24 "prob": 0.5
25 },
26 {
27 "type": "cpu_overload",
28 "options": {
29 "half": 1,
30 "time_out": 15
31 },
32 "prob": 0.5
33 }
34 ]
35 },
36 "options": {
37 "randomise": 1,
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38 "sample_size": 10,
39 "distribution": "uniform"
40 }
41 }

Listing 4.4: Example CI Inducer Agent Specific Session

It is also possible to force the execution of a particular anomaly on a given compute
node by specifying the Inducer Agent id in the session descriptor. An example is
shown in listing 4.4 where at line 2 and 14 we see the id declaration.

4.2.1.3 REST API

Each Inductor Agent has a REST API with which we can access its current state
and session information. The REST resources are as follows:

GET http://<IP>:<Port>/node

Returns compute node technical details. An example response can be seen in listing
4.5.

1 {
2 "disk": 499963170816,
3 "machine": "x86_64",
4 "memory": {
5 "swap": 4294967296,
6 "total": 17179869184
7 },
8 "node": "hal985m.local",
9 "processor": {

10 "cores_logical": 8,
11 "cores_physical": 4,
12 "frequency_current": 2700,
13 "frequency_max": 2700,
14 "frequency_min": 2700,
15 "type": "i386"
16 },
17 "release": "18.7.0",
18 "system": "Darwin",
19 "version": "Darwin Kernel Version 18.7.0: Sat Oct

(cont.)12 00:02:19 PDT 2019;
20 root:xnu-4903.278.12~1/RELEASE_X86_64"
21 }

Listing 4.5: Node details
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GET http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session

Returns the currently set session descriptor data. If none was yet defined by the user
a default one will be shown.

PUT http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session

Used to send a session descriptor as shown in listings 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

GET http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute

Get the anomalies to be executed in the current session descriptor.

PUT http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute

Generates the final session, no payload is required. If different distributions and
stagger time is set they will be now added. Also, if randomization was defined it
will take effect now. It should be noted that this action is required. It is not enough
to upload the initial session descriptor, this resource has to be activate in order to
generate the final session descriptor. Now the GET request will return the final
generated session descriptor instead of the initial one.

POST http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute

Executes the final session descriptor. If the previous resource is not used to generate
the final sessions descriptor it will be generated automatically together with a
warning message. This resource is a protected one thus it is necessary to include
the x-access-tokens header together with the appropriate token. This token can be
viewed as a shared secret between the CI service and Inductor Agents and has to be
generated during initial deployment.

1 {
2 "0373b6b6-ad5c-4f5b-a16d-ac29f0a4798a": {
3 "anomaly": "dummy",
4 "options": {
5 "stime": 10
6 }
7 },
8 "1acc58a9-0baf-4a8b-b3c3-d36c5d662a95": {
9 "anomaly": "cpu_overload",

10 "options": {
11 "half": 1,
12 "time_out": 15
13 }
14 }
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15 }

Listing 4.6: Session execution example

Listing 4.6 show an example output. It should be noted that this will contain a
job_id for all started anomalies.

GET http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs

Returns a complete listing of all the current scheduled jobs/anomalies. They are
split into 4 statuses or registries; failed, finished, queued, started. Listing 4.7 show
an example response.

1 {
2 "jobs": {
3 "started": [
4 "2374c649-ec96-4a26-a273-a35172c4cc0c",
5 "dae6fe4f-c47b-4877-be78-c25bf223b5a8",
6 "9fbca075-1dfb-4751-ab93-b899efc833dd",
7 "d6f8e2ec-5dbb-4244-88e4-2ff062a67795",
8 "35cf653d-13fb-49c3-afed-17411f95c9ad",
9 "36c8f740-e08d-4cf2-baf0-08a8fec75ac4"

10 ],
11 "finished": [
12 "9ff0f7bd-cebc-4c7d-802f-e8387ceafb43",
13 "447559f8-700f-4152-a704-a2140df18874",
14 "d3442b85-fb02-445d-9f57-df1d66501f85",
15 "d0d00ec2-5b30-4632-86df-d3bfbec4555d"
16 ],
17 "queued": [
18 "78efbf00-88c6-4e8f-97a1-32e9fd0cee4a",
19 "8299df3e-43fb-4c7c-9d66-4bc20b6358c2",
20 "bcc580b2-d4dd-41a7-97e0-7b4217b77215"
21 ],
22 "failed": [
23 "077660a3-3700-4b4c-b0de-3676a4b5b8f3"
24 ]
25 }
26 }

Listing 4.7: Example job status

DELETE http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs

Resets all registries by deleting all jobs from the queue.
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GET http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs/<job_id>

Returns the current status of a job based on it’s job_id.

DELETE
http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs/<job_id>

Deletes a job based on it’s job_id. This is done by removing the job from the queued
registry. If the job is currently in the started registry CI will try to stop the process
however, some anomalies might still hang or refuse to exit correctly particularly if
the compute node is under heavy load. This fact is marked in the Inductor agent log
file and is accounted for during dataset generation.

GET http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs/logs

Each anomaly will log its progress and timestamps in a log file. This log information
will be used to generate the labeled datasets. This resource will show all available
logs.

POST http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs/logs

Once this request has been sent an archive containing all available logs will be
created and sent as a response.

DELETE http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs/logs

Deletes all logs.

GET
http://<IP>:<Port>/chaos/session/execute/jobs/logs/<x>.log

Fetches a particular log file. The log file naming conventions are <anomaly_name>-
out.log.

GET http://<IP>:<Port>/workers

Returns all available inducer agent workers and their status as seen in listing 4.8.

1 {
2 "workers": [
3 {
4 "id": "ff32c347f9c4437bb4039f2c8369c29f",
5 "pid": 27486,
6 "status": true
7 }
8 ]
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9 }

Listing 4.8: Available workers

POST http://<IP>:<Port>/workers

Starts a new inducer agent worker. This allows the execution of more than one
anomaly simultaneously. The x-access-tokens header is required.

DELETE http://<IP>:<Port>/workers

Stops an inducer agent worker instance. The x-access-tokens header is required.

4.2.2 Generation of training datasets for EDE

Each anomaly implementation generates a standardized log format containing a
timestamp (UTC format), flags for each step of execution (i.e. started, applied
modifier, finished, failed). Based on the data available in these logs we can easily
generate accurate labeled datasets once combined with the monitoring data from
the ASPIDE’s monitoring solution.

In order to support a large scale distributed deployment the Command and Control
API (EciCommand class instance) is capable of controlling all Inductor agents via
their REST API. This API is also responsible for collecting and generating the
labeled datasets mentioned previously. It will match the metric timestamps from the
monitoring platform with the anomaly log timestamps.

4.2.3 Prototyping Testbeds

We have also created two portable testbed clusters. These contain the basic building
blocks necessary to run a distributed application on Spark and monitor it using
Prometheus. These portable testbeds can be found in this repository:

https://github.com/IeAT-ASPIDE/prometheus-test-cluster

Vagrant cluster

The first testbed is created using Vagrant18. This enables a user to instanciate 4
VMs on their computer, which has installed on them not only a Standalone Spark19

instance but also Prometheus monitoring as well as Dask workers. All dependencies

18https://www.vagrantup.com/
19https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/index.html
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and configurations are handled. The user only requires to execute the Vagrant script.
This enable the fast execution of Spark or Dask based distributed applications. Users
have access to the services installed the default ports for each platform installed (i.e.
8080, 22, 4040, 18080).

Openstack cluster

The second testbed cluster was designed to be deployed on Openstack. However,
it is likely that it can be successfully executed on other platforms. It uses Fabric20

as a remote execution and deployment backbone. The software stack between the
two solutions is identical. In our case we used this testbed on a relatively small 10
VM setup. In case of a larger scale deployment different configuration management
tools such as Chef or Puppet might be more appropriate.

It is important to mention that both testbeds also include the CI tool described in
this chapter. All components are installed on configured and are registered to the
underlying OS as services (we currently support only systemd services at the present
time). In addition users can also find two Spark applications pre-installed. The
first is the standard SparkPI implemented using Python. The second example is an
example using linear regression utilizing the scikit-learn Boston dataset21.

4.3 Deployment of ASPIDE monitoring infrastructure at
PSNC testbed

4.3.1 PSNC Testbed

At PSNC we have a testbed for various use cases. The main motivation of the
testbed is a need for a place, where users can test different architectures and deploy
their applications. The testbed is governed by the SLURM22 queueing system that
gives users a possibility to schedule tasks without interfering each other. Within
this testbed a lot of tests can be performed in addition to those commonly available
on HPC infrastructures. The main advantage is that the hardware is in-depth
monitored, including for instance power usage of the node or current utilization of
various resources, like CPU, memory, network utilisation or current IOPS count.
Additionally within the testbed a user can test the power efficiency of his applications
using different schemes of power capping (CPU clock). User can also deploy his
applications on different x86 processors (including different Intel, AMD models),
ARM architecture or GPUs. Having all the variety of hardware with different

20http://www.fabfile.org/
21https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.datasets.load_boston.html
22https://slurm.schedmd.com/documentation.html
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characteristics as well as adjustable settings, one can optimize their applications not
only to maximize the overall performance of the application, but also the energy
efficiency. The testbed is fully adjustable for the users needs.

Within the testbed, before the ASPIDE project, there already was a Graphite23

monitoring tool installation with a set of metrics collected by the collectd24 service,
as well as proprietary scripts. Graphite comes with a database (whisper) that is
pretty simple and requires from the user a priori definition of the structure of the
data. In particular what would be the resolution of the collected data, in other
words, how often a measurement should be stored and for how long it should
be kept. Graphite gives also possibility to store different resolutions for each of
the datasets providing a fair trade-off between the accuracy of the data, range of
covered time and the amount of storage required to store the data. As mentioned
before, Graphite database is quite simple and it does not have any mechanisms
providing fair horizontal scalability. It also does not have the ability to store any
other information than metric name and its value in time. Therefore it was inefficient
and inadequate for exascale systems.

We decided to deploy an instance of Prometheus, as detailed in deliverables from
WP3 [1, 2] which is far more efficient and it is providing advanced mechanisms for
scaling, including sharding and federation.

4.3.1.1 Prometheus deployment

The Prometheus at PSNC has been deployed on the same node as Graphite monitor-
ing tool. The reason for that is two fold. Firstly, this is the only server with Solid
State Drive in the testbed, which is advised for high throughput, scattered reads
and writes. Secondly there is very limited access to this server by the users of the
testbed.

We decided to install only a single server, since the testbed is rather small and for
the purpose of the tests it is fairly sufficient. The server queries 3 types of services:
Prometheus node-exporter running on each of the computational nodes, DCGM
exporter 25, providing the metrics of the NVIDIA GPUs installed on the node and
finally users’ applications that are Prometheus aware and provide HTTP backends
on a designated port that export the application specific metrics.

The Prometheus server is deployed as a Docker container. It is the easiest and the
quickest way to deploy this service. Such a feature is important for the dynamic
systems such as ASPIDE monitoring system. In such a deployment, each instance
requires only a Docker server and a valid configuration file in order to instantly
deploy a valid high performance Prometheus. What is also important is that such an

23https://graphiteapp.org/
24https://collectd.org/
25https://github.com/NVIDIA/gpu-monitoring-tools
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installation does not alter the host operating system, since it is containerized and the
only requirement is the Docker server. The only leftover after its deinstallation are
logs and a Prometheus database, which can be treated as a moveable resource and
to be an additional aspect of the system dynamicity.

The deployed instance is fully prepared for dynamic and scalable exascale system.
As a proof of concept the system does not have static collections of datasets. All
the datasets are dynamically discovered and queried (see section 4.3.1.2 for details).
Additionally to test the performance of the installation, as well as the software
itself, we decided to provide the federation with other Prometheus instances that are
monitoring other services at PSNC. The described PSNC testbed instance actually
federates two additional Prometheus instances gathering metrics of unrelated to
ASPIDE project services.

The Prometheus datasets are fully accessible to the testbed users either via its native
WEB interface, or Grafana visualisation service.

4.3.1.2 Dynamic node & application discovery

The nature of collected datasets is fully dynamic. At the time of deployment of the
system at PSNC testbed, the Prometheus had no dedicated mechanisms for network
discovery of services. Therefore dedicated services scanning for available metrics
were implemented. A designated network range reserved for computational services
is scanned in order to discover services providing the metrics via HTTP protocol.
The implemented service performs network discovery using the nmap26 network
command line tool. The command is invoked using proprietary Python script which
is invoked every minute. The script uses nmap to detect open ports and then uses
native Python libraries to detect whether the open port is an HTTP service and it is
providing metrics. The script is also aware whether the open port is responsible for
a user’s application or the node-exporter reporting on the node itself. The service
discovery has maximally 90 seconds of latency which means that this is the maximal
time a service is not visible in the system.

A simplified version of the Prometheus configuration with dynamic scraping of the
targets is presented in the listing 4.9. Example discovered targets are presented in
the listing 4.10.

Listing 4.9: Prometheus configurations with dynamic service discovery

global:
scrape_interval: 15s # By default, scrape targets every 15 seconds.

# A scrape configuration
scrape_configs:

26https://nmap.org/
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# Scraping dynamic nodes of the testbed
- job_name: "node"

scrape_interval: "1s"
file_sd_configs:
- files:

- extra/target_nodes.yml

# Dynamic scraping of users’ applications
- job_name: "apps"

scrape_interval: "1s"
file_sd_configs:
- files:

- extra/target_apps.yml

#federating additional applications
- job_name: ’federate’

scrape_interval: "15s"
honor_labels: true
metrics_path: ’/federate’

params:
’match[]’:
- ’{job="node"}’
- ’{job="myapp"}’

static_configs:
- targets:
- ’X.Y.Z.Q:9090’
labels:
environment: testing
app: myapp

- targets:
- ’X.Y.Z.Z:9090’
labels:
environment: production
app: myapp

Listing 4.10: Discovered nodes for scraping by proprietary scripts.

- labels:
job: nodes

targets:
- 10.12.1.9:9100
- 10.12.1.21:9100
- 10.12.1.27:9100
- ...

4.3.2 Integration with use cases

In this section the integration of Prometheus with Python and C++ is presented. The
mechanisms and metrics used in PSNC cases will be also indicated. This aspect has
been briefly described in Deliverable D5.3, and in this part more details regarding
integration on code level will be provided.
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4.3.2.1 Metrics

In section 4.1 metrics available in Prometheus were described (i.e. Counter, Gauge,
Histogram and Summary). In PSNC use case, Summary and Histogram were found
as the most two suitable metrics, therefore one of them - Summary - was chosen to
be used. This metric allows us to count the number of events and sum all observed
values. These properties are very useful, when observing crucial points of the
algorithms. In deep learning use case it can be used in preprocessing, training
and inference phase. E.g. during preprocessing, where a number of events must
be decoded and processed before further operations, number of events already
processed (with counter property) and total time spend on processing (sum of
observed values) can be measured. With these two properties an average time of
event can also be computed. In PSNC use cases parameters the following parameters
were measured: number of events occured, number of lines or images processed etc.
(with counter) and time spent on processing (total sum).

4.3.2.2 Integration with Python

Prometheus has official client27, which can be easily integrated with Python. In this
section a few simple examples of integration with Python are presented. Listings
4.11 and 4.12 shows simple examples of using Counter and Gauge metrics in
Python. This client has implemented automatic mechanisms (e.g. decorators), but
also gives possibility to manually change values of metrics (e.g. in counter one can
use inc() function or set() in gauge).

Listing 4.11: Using Counter metric in Python

from prometheus_client import Counter
c = Counter(’my_failures’, ’Description of counter’)
c.inc() # Increment by 1
c.inc(1.6) # Increment by given value

@c.count_exceptions()
def f():

pass

with c.count_exceptions():
pass

# Count only one type of exception
with c.count_exceptions(ValueError):

pass

Listing 4.12: Using Gauge metric in Python

27https://github.com/prometheus/client_python
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from prometheus_client import Gauge
g = Gauge(’my_inprogress_requests’, ’Description of gauge’)
g.inc() # Increment by 1
g.dec(10) # Decrement by given value
g.set(4.2) # Set to a given value

g.set_to_current_time() # Set to current unixtime

# Increment when entered, decrement when exited.
@g.track_inprogress()
def f():

pass

with g.track_inprogress():
pass

In Listing 4.13 one can find the simplest working example of using Summary
metric in code. First, a variable of a given object ( Summary in this case) must be
created. Then with this metric a function that should be observed can be decorated.
This mechanism will count every call and time spent by the decorated function
automatically. This procedure is similar for all other metrics. The last important
detail is to call method start_http_server() on a given port, so the metrics
will be stored in Prometheus.

Listing 4.13: Using Summary metric in Python

import random
import time

# Create a metric to track time spent and requests made.
REQUEST_TIME = Summary(

’request_processing_seconds’,
’Time spent processing request’
)

# Decorate function with metric.
@REQUEST_TIME.time()
def process_request(t):

"""A dummy function that takes some time."""
time.sleep(t)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
# Start up the server to expose the metrics.
start_http_server(8000)
# Generate some requests.
while True:

process_request(random.random())
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4.3.2.3 Integration with C++

In listing 4.14 the simplest working example of integration using third-party client
for C++28 can be found. In this listing it is shown how to integrate with Counter
metrics. All other metrics can be used in a similar way. The main difference
between C++ and Python implentations is, that Python client has more automatic
mechanisms, while in C++ developer must define manually which parameters, and
when should be measured. Apart from that, creating Summary of Histogram require
giving additional parameters (e.g. Summary requires Quantile object), which are
not required in Python, what makes usage more difficult. In C++, server creation is
done by defining Exposer on a given ip (e.g. localhost) and port.

Listing 4.14: Using Counter metric in C++

#include <chrono>
#include <map>
#include <memory>
#include <string>
#include <thread>

#include <prometheus/counter.h>
#include <prometheus/exposer.h>
#include <prometheus/registry.h>

int main(int argc, char** argv) {
using namespace prometheus;

// create an http server running on port 8080
Exposer exposer{"127.0.0.1:8080"};

// create a metrics registry with component=main labels applied to
(cont.)all its

// metrics
auto registry = std::make_shared<Registry>();

// add a new counter family to the registry (families combine values
(cont.) with the

// same name, but distinct label dimensions)
auto& counter_family = BuildCounter()

.Name("time_running_seconds_total")

.Help("How many seconds is this server
(cont.)running?")

.Labels({{"label", "value"}})

.Register(*registry);

// add a counter to the metric family
auto& second_counter = counter_family.Add(

{{"another_label", "value"}, {"yet_another_label", "value"}});

// ask the exposer to scrape the registry on incoming scrapes
exposer.RegisterCollectable(registry);

for (;;) {
std::this_thread::sleep_for(std::chrono::seconds(1));

28https://github.com/jupp0r/prometheus-cpp
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Figure 4.3: Online visualisation of metrics collected to Prometheus using Grafana.

// increment the counter by one (second)
second_counter.Increment();

}
return 0;

}

4.3.2.4 Visualisation in Grafana

Figure 4.3 shows online visualisation of metrics collected directly from the applica-
tion. The visualisation tool is Grafana. It can be easily connected to Prometheus
and allows to create custom dashboards. Dashboard on figure shows metrics from
the application - speed of decoding lines as time series (top left), time spent on
operations (read, write, decoding of lines; middle top pie chart), numerical metrics
like average time of decoding etc. Apart from that technical parameters directly
from system can be observed (e.g. memory usage, CPU load; bottom left time
series).

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented the work done regarding monitoring and testing. Partic-
ularly we have focused on the implementation of a distributed anomaly induction
tool with the aid of which training and validation datasets can be created which
are later used in the work done in WP3 and WP4. The results presented here are
a direct result of the needs identified during the work done for ASPIDE technical
work-packages.

We have also presented several working testbeds for both the ASPIDE’s monitoring
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solution and of the CI tool. The PSNC testbed presented in section 4.3 is by far
the most well suited for complex real world experimentation scenarios on working
use-cases. While the other two testbeds presented in section 4.2.3 are more suited
for isolated testing of both the CI tool and the ASPIDE monitoring subcomponents
such as EDE.

Furthermore, the induction of unforeseen events by the end users of the ASPIDE
solution in general and the framework for programming extreme data applications in
particular will result in a more robust final product. By giving developer a tool with
which they can simulate various events that might interfere with the functioning of
their applications we enable them to more thoroughly understand the requirements
and limitations of their applications and DCEx execution models deployed on the
available testbeds.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This deliverable presented the current status of the ASPIDE ecosystem in terms of
software production. In this document, we have introduced three main topics. First,
we have introduced the prototype of the DCEx framework, which integrates the
storage abstraction presented in previous deliverables and a centralized scheduler
for distributed tasks. Second, we presented a deployment assistant that enables the
efficient distribution of resources in a massive parallel supercomputer, considering
the topology and setup.

This deliverable presented the novel ASPIDE Gateway interface that assists end-
user in the deployment of complex applications on top of incoming Exascale
systems. The gateway enables the combination of computational resources and
the location of the data sources. Additionally, this approach permits to define
the topology employed during the application’s execution. The implemented tool
facilitates the mapping between the Carea/Cnode abstractions and the computational
resources. Third, we presented the monitor layers that will be integrated in the
DCEx framework. We have also presented several working testbeds for both the
ASPIDE monitoring solution and of the CI tool. The PSNC testbed presented in
Section 4.3 is by far the most well suited for complex real world experimentation
scenarios on working use-cases.
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